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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are tasked with provisioning a Managed File Transfer(MFT) Cloud Service on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI).

Which statement is valid concerning MFT provisioning?

Options: 
A- Defining virtual machines(compute nodes) for the weblogic cluster if no longer needed

B- You must include the B2B cluster configuration since the MFT service runs with B2B document

C- Because MFT requires an Oracle ATP database, the databse instance must be provisioned in OIC

D- MFT requires creating an Oracle SOA Cloud Service instance and choosing ''MFT cluster'' as service type.

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 



https://docs.oracle.com/cloud-machine/latest/managed-file-transfer-cloud/MFTCS/GUID-6C8673D8-C3DD-4B6C-8447-

F727FD33E0B4.htm#MFTCS-GUID-6C8673D8-C3DD-4B6C-8447-F727FD33E0B4

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

In Oracle Integration Cloud (OIC) Process, you can configure a human task that enable you to model approval task interactions.

What are the available options when configuring the Escalation and Expiration tab of human task?

Options: 
A- Expire, Reset, Escalate

B- Expire, Escalate, Skip, Reset

C- Never Expire, Expire, Renew, Escalate

D- Never Expire, Expire, Never Escalate, Escalate

Answer: 
C

https://docs.oracle.com/cloud-machine/latest/managed-file-transfer-cloud/MFTCS/GUID-6C8673D8-C3DD-4B6C-8447-F727FD33E0B4.htm
https://docs.oracle.com/cloud-machine/latest/managed-file-transfer-cloud/MFTCS/GUID-6C8673D8-C3DD-4B6C-8447-F727FD33E0B4.htm


Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

In Oracle Integration Cloud (OIC) Process, you create web forms to interact with end users.As part of creating a web form, you add its

controls, configure its data, and define form behavior

Which statement is true about creating web forms?

Options: 
A- You can assign only one style sheet and one or more presentations to a web form

B- You can assign one or more stylesheets and only one presentation to a webform

C- You can assign one or more stylesheets and one or more presentations to a webform

D- You can assign only one style sheet and only one presentations to a web form

Answer: 
A



Explanation: 
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-processes/ready-create-web-form.html#GUID-F758085B-2F12-44BD-

9E6C-47C6FD99A820

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

In Oracle Integration Cloud (OIC) Process, You can use human tasks to model user interaction with the application. You can assign the

human task to a specific user, to a group of users, to users with a certain role, or to the same user that already acted on the instance for

a certain role.

When assigning the human task based on a dynamic expression, which is a valid option ?

Options: 
A- You can use an expression to calculate a shared role, but not users or groups.

B- You can use an expression to calculate a specific user, but not a group or shared role.

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-processes/ready-create-web-form.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-processes/ready-create-web-form.html


C- You can use an expression to calculate the user or group. Bur not a shared role

D- You can use an expression to calculate the user, group, or a shared role.

E- You can use an expression to calculate the group or shared role, but not specific users.

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-processes/configure-human-tasks.html#GUID-DCF4AE05-0DDF-4472-

BB39-C632B4749C25

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are tasked with monitoring the SOA composite application and the underlying environment with in a SOA Cloud Service instance.

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-processes/configure-human-tasks.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/integration-cloud/user-processes/configure-human-tasks.html


Options: 
A- Manage File Transfer Console

B- Weblogic Server Console

C- Fusion Middleware Control

D- Oracle Service Bus Console

E- B2B Console

F- Load Balancer Console

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 
https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/soa121300/SOAAG/GUID-66597D45-E262-4D19-A64C-DA54AD633C98.htm#SOAAG97797

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Your organization maintains two SOA Cloud Service instances used separately for testing and production.

What is the best method for setting the property values and endpoint addresses that may be unique to each environment while deploying

the same SOA composite application to both instances?

Options: 
A- Update any required values for changed properties or endpoint addresses in the Fusion

Middleware Control web application immediately following the deployment of the SOA archive.

B- Edit the application's configuration plan to dynamically retrieve values for properties and endpoint addresses from the environment

upon deployment.

C- Define specific properties and endpoint addresses within the deployment descriptors contained within each of two versioned SOA

archives.

D- Create two configuration plans that contain the environment-specific values for properties and endpoint addresses.

Answer: 
D

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Which JNDI name value must be provided when configuring the properties of a new database adapter outbound connection pool to

support dependent SOA composite applications?

Options: 
A- The associated XA database adapter plan deployed with this database adapter outbound connection pool.

B- The defined XA database adapter connection factory configured for this WebLogic domain.

C- The corresponding XA enterprise resource adapter application deployed to the same WebLogic cluster.

D- The corresponding XA datasource configuration deployed to the same WebLogic cluster.

Answer: 
C

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have a single synchronous integration flow updating systems with several external invocations within multiple loops. Several client

applications are experiencing blocking timeouts waiting for confirmation of the complex processing logic.



Which is a legitimate strategy to mitigate this issue?

Options: 
A- Increase the blocking timeout within the OIC integration settings to allow for extended time.

B- Change to an asynchronous flow that provides a notification when processing is complete.

C- Split into smaller integration flows that can be orchestrated sequentially from a master synchronous flow.

D- Change the implementation logic to invoke multiple fine-grained external API calls within a single loop.

Answer: 
D

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which feature flag lifecycle stage includes OIC features that you can request from Oracle to be disabled within your OIC instance

environment?



Options: 
A- Internal Only

B- General Availability

C- Feature Controlled

D- Feature Controlled General Availability

Answer: 
C

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You have been tasked with provisioning a Managed File Transfer (MFT) Cloud Service on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI).

Which of provisioning requirement is NOT valid?

Options: 



A- You are required to obtain an authentication token for an Object Storage bucket within an accessible OCI compartment.

B- You can use any Oracle Database instance running in either OCI or OCI Classic.

C- You must create a Virtual Cloud Network in OCI with at least two subnets.

D- Provisioning MFT requires creating a SOA Cloud Service instance in OCI choosing 'MFT Cluster' as a service type.

Answer: 
C

Question 11
Question Type: MultipleChoice

As a Process Cloud developer, you have been tasked with integrating Oracle Content and Experience Cloud with a process application.

Since this is a document-centric process that will involve collaboration with process participants, it has been determined that the

document and conversation functionality should be used.

Which task is NOT required?

Options: 



A- You will need to create a new process application since conversation functionality cannot be enabled for pre-existing applications.

B- You must manually enable the document and conversation features for your process application.

C- You will need to have the administrator configure the connection between Oracle Process Cloud and Oracle Content and Experience

Cloud since developers do not have those permissions.

D- You will need to assign conversation viewers to either an Oracle Content and Experience user role or Oracle Documents Cloud

Service user role.

Answer: 
A
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